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thriving within the BWY community. She is the body, mind and spirit behind the stunning
Instagram account @inspiremyyoga.
Rebecca’s popular yoga
challenges have included
#SplitForSummer! and
#DoorwaytoBliss. A master
TEACHER
of arm, hand and standing
PROFILE
balances, backbends and
twists, she describes herself as
“courageous and passionate”
about what she does.
Now absorb the fact that this Instagram icon and BWY
yoga teacher has survived Stage 4 bowel cancer and
secondary liver cancer. Rebecca is the longest surviving
patient in the UK to date – 11 years in remission from bowel
cancer and 10 years from liver cancer.

Softly and reverently hold those words in mind, just as
Rebecca holds the BWY in her heart and shares her story.
“I want the yoga world to know that the BWY have strong,
able, capable teachers and I hope that my Instagram feed
portrays this.”
She believes the same will-power and determination that
feeds her commitment to teaching yoga – online and in
person – was a big factor in her survival.
“It’s why I’m here today,” she said. “I’m a fighter – a yoga
warrior like Arjuna.
“Yoga was my lifeline to recovery and it was a slow
progression from being wheelchaired around to being
able to stand in Tadasana (Mountain). It is my daily dose of
medicine for coping with everyday situations.
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Spectrum is humbled to hand the stage to Rebecca Papa-Adams, an incredible yoga teacher
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“My scars are a reminder of what is important on a daily basis. I need
not waste energy worrying about my body image. I accept my scars as
medals written across my belly.”
“It is my desire to pass on my knowledge and help others.”
Rebecca clearly channels strength, heroic determination
and gratitude for the vigour she unleashes on the mat
during her personal practice. Plus, she teaches up to 14 yoga
classes each week.
Bob Insley and Zoe Knott trained Rebecca to teach
yoga. She describes her teachers as “incredibly
talented and knowledgeable” and currently
assists them on their BWY Teacher
Training course.
During Rebecca's treatment and
recovery, Leeds Castle became a
safe haven for her and husband
Theo – a place of beauty and
tranquillity.
Nature flocked to see
Rebecca during our photoshoot
at Leeds Castle, including baby
ducks and their approving
mother. A resident peacock later
joined Rebecca in a colourful
display of vibrant tail feathers and
yoga leggings, both converging in
to create an energetic masterclass in
human and avian positivity.
“Yoga teaches us to be surrounded by
positive energy, to allow niyamas and yamas to
guide us on the right path,” said Rebecca.
Glorious colours and the light of positive action, of course,
are in stark contrast to Rebecca’s retelling of her illness, cancer
treatment and the bleak separation from her yoga practice.
“I spent several months in and out of hospitals, undergoing
gruelling chemotherapy, zapped with radiotherapy, operation
after operation. My husband and I were completely
exhausted both mentally and physically.

“There were times when I couldn’t even walk myself to
the bathroom and I was bed-bound for weeks. Depression
kicked in and I hit an all time low point in my life. I found
myself in what felt like a black box. A very deep box with
walls that I could not climb.
“I could see and hear the trauma I was causing my loved
ones and I wanted it to stop, but I couldn’t control
my thoughts. I didn’t want to be this frail,
dying victim. I wanted to give up.”
Rebecca’s husband, a yoga
practitioner, helped her to “gather
her thoughts” and return home to
her yoga practice.
“At that point my husband
realised that I had stopped all
forms of my yoga practice.
I was heavily medicated to
control the pain.
“Yoga taught me to breathe
through pain. Through meditation
techniques, it taught me how to
control my senses. For a brief time I
had neglected what I knew.
“I remember my husband forcing the
headphones onto my ears to listen to my
breathing and meditation CD. Thankful he did. I
needed a gentle reminder to breathe and see that the
breath was the key to relaxation and self-healing.”
Bowled over by Rebecca’s strong, lean and intelligently
aligned execution of asana and loving her Instagram
expression of Utthita Hasta Padangusthasana (Extended
Hand-to-Big-Toe Pose) complete with pet Chihuahua, we
posed a question.
What is your relationship with your body now, as a cancer
survivor and an advanced yoga practitioner?

“At this present time in my life I am the fittest I
have ever been. However, I am left to deal with
the physical and mental scars of cancer on a daily
basis.
“I have had a lifetime of lessons. Built upon
a solid foundation of emotions. And learned to
accept each and every lesson. I have on and off
days just as we all do. If I allow my feelings to
surface I can easily feel sorry for myself.
“My scars are a reminder of what is important
on a daily basis. I need not waste energy
worrying about my body image. I accept my scars
as medals written across my belly.”
Does she believe she has thrown herself into
her practice so that, should the worst happen,
and the cancer return, she would have the best
chance to repeat her fight for survival? She
smiled and replied: “Yes”.
Rebecca surely is Wonder Woman.
WRITTEN BY KELLY PIPES
Kelly is a BWY Yoga
Teacher (Level 4 Diploma)
who is trained in Yoga
for Addiction and NCTJ
Journalism. She is inspired
by the Jivamukti method
and travels in Buddhist
nations. She leads
meditative yoga classes and
holds an uplifting space for
students of all abilities.
Visit: www.kellypipes.com
PHOTOGRAPHY BY TORI WILLIAMS
THANK YOU TO YOGALEGGS.COM
FOR SUPPLYING REBECCA'S OUTFIT

UPCOMING EVENTS
AT LEEDS CASTLE
Festival Of Flowers
23rd–28th September 2017
Wacky Wizards and Witches
23rd–29th October 2017
Leeds Castle Fireworks
Spectacular
4th–5th November
The Christmas Market:
various days from end of
November to mid-December
Visit: www.leeds-castle.com
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